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I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic exoskeletons present the opportunity to restore mo-
bility and independence following musculoskeletal injury.
Existing exoskeleton control strategies provide varying lev-
els of user-intent matching and comfort, from finite state
machines that identify discrete gait modes [1] to continu-
ous strategies that amplify user-initiated actions [2]. While
human gait mechanics are well characterized at different
walking speeds [3], it is unclear how gait changes are
expressed when the human interacts with an exoskeleton and
its control strategy. The hypothesis in this work is that human
intent can be deciphered based on the human’s interactions
with the exoskeleton as measured by the onboard sensors.

II. METHODS

Two human subjects with experience using the EksoGT
exoskeleton (Ekso Bionics) participated in the study; one
had a chronic spinal cord injury (SCI), while the other
was able-bodied. Subjects donned the EksoGT and used
Lofstrand crutches as stability aids to walk several lengths
of a 6m long motion capture arena to get familiar with
the exoskeleton’s settings. To begin a trial, subjects walked
naturally in the exoskeleton before being given a pseudo-
randomized command to speed up, slow down, or make no
change in gait. Trials continued until three repetitions of each
command were completed for each of two gait assistance
modes: Free and Adaptive. In Free mode, the exoskeleton
provided constant support, similar to gravity compensation.
In Adaptive mode, it employed predefined gait trajectories,
providing corrective input at the joints when the user deviated
from the trajectories. Exoskeleton data included joint torques,
joint positions, estimates of the absolute position of each hip,
and foot contact sensors determined heel-strike events. Data
were filtered and separated into pre- and post-command heel-
strike-to-same-leg-heel-strike gait cycles. Stride time and hip
progression were defined as the differences in time and in
forward progression of the ipsilateral hip, respectively, from
the start to end of each gait cycle.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The exoskeleton sensor data indicated that measurable
changes following an intent change depend on the ex-
oskeleton settings, user ability, and temporal considerations.
In Free mode, both subjects exhibited more statistically
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significant differences in joint kinematics (Fig. 1 for able-
bodied subject) than motor currents. To speed up in Free
mode, subjects significantly decreased stride time, but did
not significantly increase hip progression. This result is
consistent with unassisted humans altering step frequency
more than step length to modulate walking speed [4]. To slow
down in Free mode, subjects significantly increased stride
time, decreased hip progression, or did both. The No Change
command had no effect on stride time or hip progression.

         

        

 

  

  

  

  

 
  

  
 

  
  

   
  

 

         

     

        

   

 

  

  

  

  

 
  

  
 

  
  

   
  

 

         

        

        

   

 

  

  

  

  

   

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
  

  
 
 
 
 

        

                       

Free Mode Knee Angles

Fig. 1. Knee angle trajectories for No Change, Speed Up, & Slow Down
trials of able-bodied user in Free mode. Pre- & post- command trajectories
are in blue & red, respectively. Solid lines & shadowed regions indicate
mean ± one standard deviation.



              

                      

   

  

 

 

  
 
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
   

 
  

         

              

                      

   

  

 

 

  

 
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
   

 
  

         

              

                      

   

  

 

 

  

 
  
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
 

        

                                             

Adaptive Mode Hip Currents

Fig. 2. Hip current trajectories for No Change, Speed Up, & Slow
Down trials of able-bodied user in Adaptive mode. Pre- & post- command
trajectories are in blue & red, respectively. Solid lines & shadowed regions
indicate mean ± one standard deviation.

In Adaptive mode, both subjects exhibited more statis-
tically significant differences in motor currents (Fig. 2
for able-bodied subject) than joint kinematics. Before any
commands were given, subjects walked with reduced hip
progression and reduced stride time in Adaptive mode com-
pared to Free mode. This may indicate that the trajectory
tracking constrained subjects to different-than-self-selected
gait parameters. To speed up in Adaptive mode, subjects sig-
nificantly increased hip progression, but did not significantly
decrease stride time. Since subjects were already walking
with decreased stride time, the hip progression increase had
two results - it achieved the intended gait change and brought
the gait parameters closer to those exhibited in Free mode. To
slow down in Adaptive mode, subjects significantly increased
stride time, decreased hip progression, or did both. The No
Change command again had no effect on stride time or hip
progression.

The Slow Down command caused increased hip exten-

sion/flexion current draw in the first/second half of the gait
cycle. It also caused generally decreased range of motion
for both the hip and knee joints. The Speed Up command
caused the opposite changes to both current draw and joint
range of motion, but to a lesser degree. Compared to Slow
Down, the intent to Speed Up was not as easy to detect in
both Free and Adaptive mode perhaps because the subjects’
self-selected speeds early in each trial were already near their
highest possible speeds.

While statistically significant differences were found
throughout, more were found at 0-10%, 30-50%, and 90-
100% of the gait cycle, i.e., at transitions to and from stance.
The stance phase is functionally important for modulation of
both stride time and stride length, one or both of which must
change to realize a change in gait speed. To modulate stride
time in unassisted walking, humans modulate stance duration
more than swing duration [3], and stance duration is set at
late stance/early swing by the timing of swing initiation.
Stride length is set at late swing/early stance by placing the
swing foot on the ground. For changes in gait speed, it is
logical that these portions of the gait cycle are most affected.

Overall, the subject with SCI required larger motor cur-
rents and achieved smaller gait changes following commands
than did the able-bodied subject. Both findings indicate that
the user’s ability to contribute to a gait may affect the
viability of exoskeleton-sensor-based intent detection. The
step-to-step variation was greater for both subjects in Free
mode, which reflects the more restrictive nature of Adaptive
mode control.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

When the EksoGT exoskeleton was in gravity compensat-
ing Free mode, user intent was more easily detectable via
kinematic changes than exoskeleton motor current changes
because the user was more “free” to impose those changes
on the exoskeleton. In contrast, the gait-trajectory-based
Adaptive mode imposes a nominal gait trajectory, so user
intent was more easily detectable via current draw than
kinematics as the exoskeleton resisted deviations from the
nominal trajectory. Both current and angle measures were
more sensitive to intent changes at transitions to and from
stance, and both subjects were able to cause significant
changes to their gait in response to the intent command.
Future work will leverage these user intent signals in adjust-
ing the exoskeleton control strategy to better align with the
user’s desired gait.
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